Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) play an important role in many-body systems. However, investigating the QPT physics in a conventional condensed matter setup is limited by inadequacy in experimental control. Artificial atoms, such as superconducting qubits that can be individually manipulated, provide a new paradigm of realizing and exploring QPTs by building an on-chip quantum simulator. Here we demonstrate an experiment of simulating the quantum critical behaviour in a highly-controllable solid-state circuit, consisting of four qubits weakly coupled to a common resonator mode. By off-resonantly driving the system to renormalize the critical spin-field coupling strength, we have observed the normal-to-superradiant QPT, in excellent agreement with the driven Tavis-Cummings theory. Our achievement of a QPT with a low spin-field coupling offers new experimental approaches towards exploring QPT related science in the thermodynamic limit, such as scaling behaviour, parity breaking and long-range quantum correlations.
Quantum phase transitions (QPTs) play an important role in many-body systems. However, investigating the QPT physics in a conventional condensed matter setup is limited by inadequacy in experimental control. Artificial atoms, such as superconducting qubits that can be individually manipulated, provide a new paradigm of realizing and exploring QPTs by building an on-chip quantum simulator. Here we demonstrate an experiment of simulating the quantum critical behaviour in a highly-controllable solid-state circuit, consisting of four qubits weakly coupled to a common resonator mode. By off-resonantly driving the system to renormalize the critical spin-field coupling strength, we have observed the normal-to-superradiant QPT, in excellent agreement with the driven Tavis-Cummings theory. Our achievement of a QPT with a low spin-field coupling offers new experimental approaches towards exploring QPT related science in the thermodynamic limit, such as scaling behaviour, parity breaking and long-range quantum correlations.
In a quantum phase transition (QPT) [1, 2] , the manybody system displays non-analytic behaviour in association with a discontinuous change in a property of the ground state when the system parameter traverses the critical point. In many cases this discontinuous change has a cusp-like character, surrounding which quantum fluctuations dominate and novel phenomena can be explored. Quantum phase transitions are studied in a variety of naturally-grown condensed matters such as conductors, superconductors and magnets. With the introduction of well-controlled quantum elements, ranging from cold atoms, photons and trapped ions to Josephsonjunction qubits, it becomes possible to engineer a quantum simulator, an ordered arrangement of the abovementioned quantum elements, to mimic and investigate complex quantum matter. Achieving a QPT with finetuning knobs in the Hamiltonian presents one of the central tasks of the quantum simulator.
Recently, there have been extensive interests towards observing a QPT experimentally in artificially engineered systems [3] [4] [5] [6] , but these QPTs require very large coupling strengths. In the strong coupling case of the Dicke model [7] , the QPT occurs around the critical point λ c ∝ √ ω a ω c of the spin-field coupling with ω a/c the resonance frequencies of the two-level atoms/cavity. However, except for a few setups, most laboratory-achievable light-matter couplings λ can only reach low strength (e.g, λ/ω a/c ≤ 1/100), or at most intermediate strength (e.g, λ/ω a/c ∼ 1/10), much smaller than the required geometric mean of the atomic and field resonance frequencies. In this low-coupling limit one typically can describe the many-body system via the Tavis-Cummings (TC) model [8] , where the rotating wave approximation between the collective many spins and the single-mode bosonic field is applied. The TC model has been successfully applied to study many-body quantum systems, e.g. in multi-atom cavity-circuit quantum electrodynamics (QED) or quantum dots involving many nuclear spins [9] , in trappedion systems [10] , in coupled cavity-QED systems [11] , and in superconducting systems [12, 13] . Within the TC model a wide variety of interesting phenomena have been explored theoretically, including spin squeezing, multiphoton transitions [14, 15] and QPTs [16] [17] [18] .
Since the QPT in the Dicke model is difficult to reach experimentally due to the exceedingly-large spin-field coupling requirement, it is of significant interests if a QPT can be observed within a TC model with only weak couplings available. Here we demonstrate experimentally a QPT in a driven TC circuit, with four superconducting phase qubits coupled, at very low strength of λ/ω a/c ≈ 0.005, to a superconducting coplanar waveguide resonator. We are able to circumvent the strongcoupling constraint and have experimentally observed the multi-spin normal-to-superradiant QPT, as confirmed by measuring the joint qubit excitation probabilities at different driving microwave powers and pulse durations. In the experiment we demonstrate the high-level control in our system by off-resonantly driving the common resonator mode and subsequently fine-tuning the qubit and the drive-field frequencies to cross the QPT's critical point, with the measurement results in good agreement with theory when decoherence and small unexpected excitations are taken into account.
Our driven TC circuit is built in a circuit-QED configuration [19] , which realizes the on-chip analogue of cavity-QED. Inheriting the high scalability and controllability from microwave integrated circuits [20, 21] and benefiting from the significant coherence improvement of superconducting qubits over the past decade [22, 23] , the circuit-QED system based on superconducting qubits and res-
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Diagrams of device and measurement sequence. (a) Circuit schematic of the device. Four superconducting qubits Q k (k = 1, 2, 3, and 4) are individually coupled to a half-wavelength coplanar waveguide resonator R, with the coupling strength λ k /2π ≈ 30 MHz as defined by the coupling capacitors. The external microwave drive is applied to the resonator through the capacitor on its side. (b) A false-color device image highlighting the circuit elements such as the qubits (dark squares) and the resonator (the sinusoidal line in the middle). The on-chip transmission line for injecting microwaves is between Q1 and Q2 as indicated. (c) Illustration of the pulse sequence, where the x-axis represents the sequence time and the y-axis represents the frequency. The four qubits, originally sitting at their idling frequencies ω k q,0 , are simultaneously tuned to the same frequency ωq for a period of t, during which a single-tone ω d microwave pulse is applied to the resonator R, with the drive strength Ω tunable (see Methods for tuning Ω). To simplify the experimental procedure and avoid extra decoherence, we may turn on the microwave pulse relatively quick. The small leakage of states due to a non-adiabatic parameter change should not affect the conclusion of this paper (see Supplementary Information). After the microwave drive, all four qubits are simultaneously tuned back to their idling frequencies for joint qubit-state readout. Repeating the sequences many times (∼ 10 4 ), we estimate the sixteen probabilities P0000, P0001, P0010, · · · , and P1111, where '0' and '1' denote, respectively, the ground and excited states of each qubit and the four qubits are arranged as |Q1Q2Q3Q4 . These probabilities are used to calculate the collective spin operator Jz (see Methods).
onators [24, 25] is suitable for building a large-scale quantum simulator [26] [27] [28] [29] to study fundamental many-body problems.
In our circuit, the phase qubits are capacitively coupled to a resonator, where the qubit frequency ω q can be externally adjusted, whereas the coplanar resonator frequency ω r /2π ∼ = 6.2 GHz is fixed. Figure 1 presents the circuit details and the pulse sequence used in this experiment. Using an external microwave tone at ω d as a drive on the resonator, we describe the Hamiltonian of the system in a rotating frame as, 
is the lowering (raising) operator of a single mode of the resonator, and σ k ± , σ k z are the k th -spin Pauli operators. λ k and Ω are, respectively, the coupling strength between the qubits and the resonator field and the strength of the driving applied to the resonator field by the external microwave tone. To achieve the desired TC dynamics we tune all qubits to the same transition frequency, i.e., ω k q ≈ ω q , and when subject to the external driving we obtain a single common value for the detuning ∆ q . The qubit-resonator couplings λ k are nearly identical, and therefore we consider a homogenous coupling strength λ/2π = 30 MHz in the following treatment. In addition, Ω can be adjusted linearly by varying the input microwave tone amplitude and we also vary the duration of the input driving tone pulse. Evidence for the QPT can be seen in the measured mean values of the collective spin operators in the Hamiltonian (Eq. (1)), i.e., J z = 4 k=1 σ k z /2, across the critical point. Despite employing the rotating wave approximation, the undriven TC model shares the same QPT critical point as the corresponding Dicke model, and thus is typically too large to be reached in all but a handful of experimental setups. However, by introducing a drive on either the qubits or the resonator mode, one obtains a variant of the TC Hamiltonian (see Eq. (1)) where the qubit (resonator) resonance frequencies ω q (ω r ) are replaced by their associated detunings ∆ k q (∆ r ), yielding a QPT whose critical point that now scales with the geometric mean of the atomic and field detunings, i.e., λ c = ∆ q ∆ r (supposing ∆ k q = ∆ q ), much smaller than in the case of the full Dicke or undriven TC models. As a result, for such an off-resonant driven TC system, the QPT can be traversed by engineering the homogenous coupling strength λ to pass through the critical coupling strength λ c .
For the given four-qubit-one-resonator circuit chip, λ is fixed (Fig. 1a, b) . Instead, to experimentally observe the QPT, we drive the resonator by an external microwave tone and tune {ω q , ω d } to vary λ c = ∆ q ∆ r through the fixed coupling strength λ/2π = 30 MHz. The driving strength Ω and the driving duration t are also considered when probing the QPT under realistic conditions (see the pulse sequence in Fig. 1c ).
Before presenting our experimental results, we first describe the ideal QPT as predicted by theory, and relate it to the experiment. In particular we try to clarify the quantum critical behaviour in the context of a few qubits coupled to a common resonator mode, and discuss the connection between the few-qubit case and the case in the thermodynamic limit. As we describe below, in this setup the QPT is present where the system switches from a normal phase to a superradiant phase [18] . According to [18] , we may observe a sharp cusp around the QPT's critical point λ c in the scaled moments
γz (with γ z = 1) for λ ≥ λ c and also in the mean number of photons with a † a /(N ) ∼ |λ/λ c − 1| γa (with γ a = 1) for λ ≥ λ c . The critical exponents γ x,z,a represent the critical scaling behaviour observable in the thermodynamical limit (see Supplementary Information). However, for experimental convenience we have only focused our observation on the scaled moments J z /(N/2). In contrast to the cusp-like behaviour in the thermodynamic limit, the QPT in the few-qubit case yields J z curves that rise in a smooth but abrupt manner (see Fig. 2a ). In our experiment, traversing the critical point λ/λ c = 1 is done by varying the detuning ∆ r , i.e., tuning λ c , rather than tuning the coupling strength λ as was examined in [18] . By decreasing ∆ r , we observe the rise of the J z curves from the normal phase to the superradiant phase.
In the superradiant phase, any possible local fluctuations within the collective spin system are automatically suppressed, and the suppression becomes more effective as the spin system expands in size. As numerically verified in Fig. 2b-d , the artificially-introduced noise (or inhomogeneity) results in less uncertainties in the scaled moment J z as the number of qubits in our driven TC model increases from N = 2 to 8. This shows that the experimental requirement for near-perfect qubit homogeneity (λ k = λ and ω k q = ω q ) can be relaxed when more qubits are included, i.e., approaching the thermodynamic limit. Figure 3 shows the experimental results (points with error bars in Fig. 3c, d, g, h) confirming the theoretical picture above, together with numerical calculations of the ideal case in Fig. 3a , e. It is seen that the experimental results have unambiguously caught the main feature of the off-resonant driven QPT, i.e., a rise of the scaled moment J z as λ/λ c increases above one, the critical point. Since the spectral widths of the qubits and the resonator are far less than the detunings ∆ q and ∆ r respectively (data not shown), the majority of the rise in J z could not be due to accidental near-resonant excita- tions of the qubits or resonator alone. Instead, the rise around λ/λ c = 1 can only be explained in the context of the QPT when the system's Hamiltonian is tuned across the critical point, which leads to a sudden change of the ground state.
Therefore our ideal analytic model is in good qualitative agreement with the experimental results, confirming the existence of the QPT. Now we show that, after considering certain experimental realities such as decoherence and small unexpected excitations, we are able to explain the experimental results quantitatively well. First we analyse the effect of decoherence. As shown in Fig. 3 , the experiment attains lower values of J z than what is expected in the ideal case (see the reduced heights of the curves in Fig. 3c, d , g, h in comparison with those in Fig.  3a, e) . To estimate the detrimental influence of decoherence we model our setup based on the master equation approach (see Supplementary Information) . We digitize the finite duration of the microwave drive by the following function: Ω(τ ) = Ω, 0 < τ ≤ t; Ω(τ ) = 0, τ > t. Using typical coherence parameters of our device, we have simulated (lines) in Fig. 3c, d , g, h the four-qubit QPTs at different driving strengths Ω and driving lengths t. It is clear that the numerical results including decoherence show much improved agreement with the experimental data with no fitted parameters. It is also noted that although the ideal (no decoherence) behaviour displays some stepwise features in the J z curves at the weak drive of Ω/2π = 1 MHz (see Fig. 3a , e), these same steps should be completely suppressed when decoherence is included.
Second we analyse the effect of populating the first-excited state of the collective spin system, based on which we can explain the experimentally-observed stepwise features near λ/λ c = 1 that are unexpected in numerical simulations including decoherence (e.g. compare the data points with lines in Fig. 3c ). In the driven TC model, the energy gap between the ground state and the first-excited state, E 1 − E 0 , depends on parameters including λ/λ c , Ω, and ∆ q (see Fig. 3b , f). This energy gap reaches local minima periodically entering the superradiant phase, and it is particularly small at the weak drive of Ω/2π = 1 MHz. Therefore the first-excited state may become appreciably occupied at the energy-gap minimum right above the critical point (λ/λ c > 1) if given small excitations. In this context, the experimental measurement corresponding to the expectation of J z should include contributions from both the ground state and the first excited state.
As explained in Supplementary Information, population in the first-excited state gives a dip near the critical point in the curve of J z versus λ/λ c . With higher chance of populating the first-excited state for the weaker driving case, the stepwise feature in the vicinity of λ/λ c ≈ 1 should be more pronounced, consistent with the experimental findings. In addition, increasing the gap by tuning up ∆ q (e.g. from 15 to 20 MHz) and/or increasing the microwave drive length t for the system can help with reducing the population in the first-excited state, and therefore help with softening the stepwise features, also consistent with the data shown in Fig. 3 
(see Supplementary Information for more discussions).
The QPT in our system is related to the breaking of a parity symmetry of the ground state [18] . In the absence of driving, the original TC Hamiltonian
commutes with a parity operator P = e iπL , where L = J z + a † a + N/2 represents the total number of excitations of the collective system. Parity conservation ensures that J x remains zero and J z increases in a stepwise fashion as the light-matter coupling λ is increased. If one considers the homogeneous case, i.e., ω k q = ω q and λ k = λ, with increasing λ one can show [18] that level crossings occur between the ground state and the excited states after crossing the critical point (i.e., λ > √ ω q ω r ), and this results in discrete parity changes in the ground state. With the introduction of driving, however, besides the change of λ c from √ ω q ω r to ∆ q ∆ r , parity is no longer conserved since [H 0 , P ] = 0. The broken parity can be associated with level avoided-crossings in the eigenspectra and the excitation number L is no longer conserved. This results in a smooth rise, i.e., a 'rounded' staircase for J z , after crossing the critical point.
In this context, besides the much weaker coupling required than in the Dicke model, the QPT under consideration behaves differently as regards parity. In contrast to the Dicke QPT for which parity is conserved in the normal phase, no parity is conserved in our driven TC system for either the normal or the superradiant phase.
Parity breaking is responsible for some scaling behaviour and the parity symmetry is relevant to various types of quantum correlations [30, 31] . The driving in our case breaks down the parity symmetry of the original TC system and profoundly alters the resulting physics, so that even with a very weak driving we may observe the QPT at weak coupling strengths.
From our work we expect demonstrations of the staircase and cusp-like QPT in future experiments using larger numbers of closely identical qubits with improved coherence. With recent strides in the progress of superconducting quantum technologies and their outlook to develop large complex quantum circuits, we believe that a more detailed exploration of the QPT physics within the driven detuned TC model with larger numbers of qubits, reduced decoherence rates and lower levels of inhomogeneity can be expected in the near future. This leads towards an experimental demonstration of a strictly defined QPT in the thermodynamic limit.
Methods
Tuning Ω. The microwave drive strength Ω in Eq. (1) depends on both the microwave drive amplitude A and the coupling capacitance for feeding energy into the resonator, with the latter being set once the device and the measurement setup are fixed. We have performed a separate measurement to calibrate the relation between Ω and A. We resonantly drive the resonator using a single-tone microwave pulse with an amplitude A for a period of t (typically 50 ns), after which we bring a qubit, originally in its ground state, to resonantly interact with the resonator for detecting the resonator state [20] . The microwave drive generates a coherent state in the resonator, and the subsequent qubit-resonator interaction results in the multi-tone vacuum Rabi oscillations, whose frequencies depend on the resonator populations. We may record the time evolution of the qubit probabilities in its excited state in the first 300 ns, from which the energy-level population probabilities of the resonator (Pn for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) are inferred. The resonator energy-level populations satisfy the Poisson distribution, and we quote the displacement α, which is the square root of the average photon number in the resonator, by α = n nPn 1/2 .
For a fixed experimental setup and a fixed t, the ratio γ = |α| /A is a constant, and can be experimentally determined by sampling a group of A and α values. The drive strength is thus Ω = γA/t. Qubit readout and the correction. The qubit readout is done using an integrated superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), which can tell the flux difference between the qubit's ground and excited states. The readout details can be found in Ref. [32] . We simultaneously read out all the states of the four qubits (one SQUID for each qubit), therefore obtaining the sixteen probabilities P 0000 , P 0001 , P 0010 , ..., P 1111 . These values are corrected before further processing. The readout fidelities for |g (Fg ) and |e (Fe) of Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 and Q 4 are F 1g = 0.97, F 1e = 0.90, F 2g = 0.96, F 2e = 0.89, F 3g = 0.96, F 3e = 0.93, F 4g = 0.95, F 4e = 0.92, respectively. The correction matrix for a single qubit is the inverse of
We correct all sixteen values using the inverse of the tensor-product matrix
Due to a small flux cross-talk in the circuit, however, the correction matrix may be slightly off when simultaneously reading out all four qubits, which is a possible reason explaining the fact that the experimental Jz values do not start from -1.0 at small values of λ/λc in Fig. 3 . Expectation values of the spin operator Jz. After correct-ing the sixteen qubit-state probabilities, we calculate Jz using
where i k = 0, 1 represents the ground and excited states of qubit Q k , respectively, and the summation runs over all four-qubit eigenstates corresponding to the sixteen probabilities. To calculate Jx , the four-qubit state tomography must be performed, which requires π/2 rotations on all four qubits (in addition to the microwave tone on the resonator) before readout. We are unable to measure Jx mainly due to our limited hardware resource. In addition, the involved dynamical phase when performing the tomography could cause extra complexity in calculating Jx . Since Jz is not affected by the dynamical phase and its rise traversing λ/λc = 1 can be sufficient proof of the QPT, we choose to only measure Jz in the experiment. 
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Appendix I. Solution to the driven TC model Unitary transformation into an interacting representation
The four-qubit system in our experiment can be described by a driven TC model in units of = 1,
where ω j q (ωr) is the resonance frequency of the j-th spin (the single mode of the resonator), the latter with raising (lowering) operators a † (a), σ j ± , σ j z are the j th spin Pauli operators, λ j is the coupling strength between the j-th spin and the resonator mode, Ω (ω d ) is the strength (frequency) of the driving applied to the resonator mode. In the rotating frame with respect to the driving field, the Hamiltonian is rewritten as
with detunings ∆ j q = ω j q − ω d and ∆r = ωr − ω d . Considering the homogeneous case, i.e., identical qubits and couplings, we have
with ∆q = ∆ j q , λ = λ j and the collective spin operators Jz =
The eigen-solution of Eq. (4) can be obtained in a displaced frame by displaced Fock states [18] . To see quantum phase transition (QPT), we only focus on the properties of the ground state in the variation of the coupling λ with respect to the critical point λc = ∆q∆r.
In thermodynamical limit
To understand the finite-spin QPT, we have to approach the thermodynamical limit (i.e., infinite number of spins), which is fortunately solvable analytically (see Supplementary Material in [18] ). Using scaled ground-state values of Jz /(N/2) = 2β/N − 1 with β = 0 for λ < λc and β = (N/2)(1 − ∆q∆r/λ 2 ) for λ ≥ λc, we find for the latter the cusp-like behaviour around the critical point
with the exponent γz = 1. Similarly, we have Jx /(N/2) ∼ |λ/λc − 1| γx with γx = 1/2 and the scaled mean number of photons a † a /N ∼ |λ/λc − 1| γa with γa = 1. We have to mention that the above results in the thermodynamical limit are independent of the driving strength Ω, due to the fact that lim N→∞ (Ω 2 /N λ 2 ) → 0. This implies that, before reaching the critical point, the rise of the Jz curve due to the excitation by the driving Ω happens only in the finite-spin cases. It represents the polariton state in the normal phase, rather than in the superradiant phase. The polariton number decreases with N for λ < λc, and is identically zero in the thermodynamic limit. Therefore, the QPT in the finite-spin case is identified only after traversing the critical point λc.
Appendix II. Discussion about the involvement of A 2 term
With respect to a real light-matter interaction, we have omitted an A 2 term (with A 2 = κ(a + a † ) 2 ) in our driven TC Hamiltonian H 1 since κ is much smaller than other characteristic frequencies. Nevertheless, it has been generally considered that A 2 term can forbid the QPT in Dicke model due to the restriction from Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) sum rule, which is called a 'no-go' theorem [33] [34] [35] . We have also noticed some recent arguments in this topic [36] .
is the spontaneous emission (pure dephasing) rate of the j-th phase qubit. In the numerical simulation, we assume identical decay for each qubit that Γ Appendix IV. Unexpected transitions between the ground state and the first excited state of the system As mentioned in the main text, the fitting for Ω/2π =1 MHz is worse than for other two curves of Ω/2π =4 MHz and 8 MHz. The main problem probably stems from the fact that the excitation from the ground state to the first excited state of the system might occur considerably during the Ω/2π =1 MHz driving. As a result, experimental measurement in this case is the expectation of Jz with respect to the mixture of the ground state and the first excited state, which is very different from the theoretical prediction by master equation without considering such an excitation.
As a qualitative description, we have plotted for the ideal case both E 0 |Jz|E 0 /(N/2) and E 1 |Jz|E 1 /(N/2) in Fig. 4 (a,b,c,g,h,i) with |E 0 (|E 1 ) the ground (first excited) state of the system. Since E 1 |Jz|E 1 /(N/2) goes downward and then upward after passing through the critical point, the experimentally observed Jz /(N/2), reflecting the characteristic of the ground state mixed with the first excited state, should be the stepwise curves. We have considered three driving cases with different spin occupations in the ground state and the first excited state, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(d,e,f,j,k,l) . Although decoherence is excluded from our theoretical calculation, we may see in Fig. 4(d,e,f ) the corresponding steps (or drops) in both theoretical and experimental curves around the critical point, which implies that the steps in the experimental observation are produced by both the unexpected excitation supposed here and decoherence. Moreover, the fitting (i.e., the corresponding steps in both theoretical and experimental curves) in Fig 4(e,f) also implies our correct estimate of the unexpected excitations in those cases. The bigger frequency gaps for the cases of the driving frequencies Ω/2π =4 MHz and 8 MHz obviously suppress the unexpected excitation. The fact that no such steps are observed in the experimental curves in Fig. 4(j,k,l) means that there is little unexpected excitation in the case of ∆q/2π =20 MHz.
For a deeper understanding of the observed QPT in various parameter values, we compare in Fig. 5 (a) the E 1 -E 0 energy gaps of ∆q/2π = 10 MHz, 15 MHz with that of ∆q/2π = 20 MHz in the weak driving case, where the gap increases with ∆q. This explains the fact that the stepwise features near λ/λc = 1 are more pronounced for the smaller ∆q since more unexpected excitations occur for smaller ∆q. Moreover, after passing through the QPT critical point, gap minima appear in order of ∆q/2π = 10 MHz, 15 MHz and 20 MHz. We observe in Fig. 5 (b) the corresponding drops above the critical point (λ/λc > 1) in Jz curves for ∆q/2π = 10 MHz and 15 MHz, for which the drop in the curve of ∆q/2π = 10 MHz shifts rightwards with respect to that of ∆q/2π = 15 MHz. No such a drop is found in the curve of ∆q/2π = 20 MHz. From this we deduce that the Jz curves for ∆q/2π = 10 MHz and 15 MHz suffer from the unexpected excitation, which however has little influence when ∆q/2π = 20 MHz.
In addition, other imperfections that cause deviations from the ideal case and from master equation predictions include unexpected background noise for low coupling strength which causes some excitation resulting in Jz /(N/2) slightly larger than at λ/λc = 0 (see Figs. 3(c,d,g,h) ). Moreover, slight inhomogeneities in the coupling strengths and qubit resonance frequencies also contribute to differences of the experimental behaviour from the ideal master equation predictions. As stated above, the experimental inhomogeneities due to non-uniform qubit frequencies and non-uniform qubit-resonator couplings can be suppressed by the collective behaviour of the QPT in the superradiant phase particularly for large number of qubits. However in the few-qubit case this suppression is not effective and these Qualitative fitting for mixture of the ground and first-excited states in comparison with the experimental data in the case of ∆q/2π =15 MHz, where (d) is for the driving Ω/2π =1 MHz, 50% probability excited to the first-excited state; (e) is for the driving Ω/2π =4 MHz, 30% probability excited to the first-excited state; (f) is for the driving Ω/2π =8 MHz, 10% probability excited to the first-excited state. (g,h,i,j,k,l) Similar to (a,b,c,d,e,f), respectively, but with ∆q/2π = 20 MHz. The experimental data (i.e., the curves with error bars) are taken from the driving case of t = 300 ns. 
